


KJV Bible Word Studies for UNSTABLE



Bible Greek and Hebrew Dictionaries combined for Word Studies

unstable 0182 # akatastatos {ak-at-as'-tat-os}; from 1 (as a negative particle) and a derivative of 2525; 
inconstant: -- {unstable}. 

unstable 0793 # asteriktos {as-tay'-rik-tos}; from 1 (as a negative particle) and a presumed derivative of 
4741; unfixed, i.e. (figuratively) vacillating: -- {unstable}. 

unstable 6349 ## pachaz {pakh'-az}; from 6348; ebullition, i.e. froth (figuratively, lust): -- {unstable}. 



Hebrew and Greek Strong's Dictionary with all the definitions plus 
combined with every place that word is used in the definitions.

Complete index of every word used in both the Hebrew and Greek 
Strong's Dictionary in English Word order.

unstable 06349 ## pachaz {pakh'- az} ; from 06348 ; ebullition , i . e . froth (figuratively , lust) : -- {unstable}
. 

unstable 0182 - akatastatos {ak-at-as'-tat-os}; from 0001 (as a negative particle) and a derivative of 2525; 
inconstant: -- {unstable}. 

unstable 0793 - asteriktos {as-tay'-rik-tos}; from 0001 (as a negative particle) and a presumed derivative of 
4741; unfixed, i.e. (figuratively) vacillating: -- {unstable}. 



Greek Strong's Dictionary with all the Synonyms inserted into the 
definitions.

0181 + tumults + in tumults + is confusion + and commotions + is not the author of confusion +/ . 
akatastasia {ak-at-as-tah-see'-ah}; from 0182 + is unstable +/ ; instability, i .e . disorder: --commotion, 
confusion, tumult . 

0182 + is unstable +/ . akatastatos {ak-at-as'-tat-os}; from 0001 + Alpha (as a negative particle) and a 
derivative of 2525 + made + ruler + maketh + be made + they make + him ruler + hath made + were made +
shall make + and ordain + thee ruler + is ordained + and he made + and didst set + we may appoint + 
things I will make + And they that conducted + unto you that he will make + unto you That he shall make 
+/ ; inconstant: --unstable . 

0793 + unstable + and unstable +/ . asteriktos {as-tay'-rik-tos}; from 0001 + Alpha (as a negative particle) 
and a presumed derivative of 4741 + set + fixed + stablish + strengthen + to stablish + and stablish + to 
establish + and strengthen + shall stablish + he may stablish + up he stedfastly + ye may be established + 
them and be established +/ ; unfixed, i .e . (figuratively) vacillating: --unstable . 



Root Words and their word stems. This helps you see all related words 
in the English.



English Theasurus that shows all the ways the English word is 
translated from the original Greek and Hebrew.

unstable 0182 ** akatastatos ** {unstable}.

unstable 0793 ** asteriktos ** {unstable}.

unstable 6349 -- pachaz -- {unstable}.



Greek Cross References that shows all the ways the Greek is translated 
from the English word.

unstable 0182 akatastatos * {unstable} , {0182 akatastatos } , 0793 asteriktos ,

unstable 0793 asteriktos * {unstable} , 0182 akatastatos , {0793 asteriktos } ,



English to Hebrew and Greek Thesaurus

The - is marking the Old Testament words. The * is marking the New Testament Words. 
English list of words is 15,684 * Hebrew Numbers refered to 8,674 * Greek Numbers refered
to 5,624 * Unique English words in N.T. 5,437 * Unique English words in O.T. 10,254

* unstable , 0182 , 0793 ,

- unstable , 6349 ,



English Synonyms with Greek Strong's Number.

unstable - 0182 {unstable},

unstable - 0793 {unstable},
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unstable , GEN_49_04 ,

unstable , JAM_01_08 ,

unstable , 2PE_02_14 , 2PE_03_16,
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One Word English Phrase Index to the KJV Bible.

unstable 2Pe_02_14 # Having eyes full of adultery, and that cannot cease from sin; beguiling unstable souls:
an heart they have exercised with covetous practices; cursed children:

unstable 2Pe_03_16 # As also in all [his] epistles, speaking in them of these things; in which are some things 
hard to be understood, which they that are unlearned and unstable wrest, as [they do] also the other 
scriptures, unto their own destruction.

Unstable Gen_49_04 # Unstable as water, thou shalt not excel; because thou wentest up to thy father's bed; 
then defiledst thou [it]: he went up to my couch.

unstable Jam_01_08 # A double minded man [is] unstable in all his ways.



Three Word English Phrase Index to the KJV Bible.

Unstable as water Gen_49_04 # Unstable as water, thou shalt not excel; because thou wentest up to thy 
father's bed; then defiledst thou [it]: he went up to my couch.

unstable in all Jam_01_08 # A double minded man [is] unstable in all his ways.

unstable souls an 2Pe_02_14 # Having eyes full of adultery, and that cannot cease from sin; beguiling 
unstable souls: an heart they have exercised with covetous practices; cursed children:

unstable wrest as 2Pe_03_16 # As also in all [his] epistles, speaking in them of these things; in which are 
some things hard to be understood, which they that are unlearned and unstable wrest, as [they do] also the 
other scriptures, unto their own destruction.



Bible Phrases for Individual word studies

unstable as water Gen_49_04 

unstable wrest 2Pe_03_16 



Unstable GEN 049 004 {Unstable} <06349 +pachaz > as water <04325 +mayim > , thou shalt not excel <03498 
+yathar > ; because <03588 +kiy > thou wentest <05927 + up to thy father s <1> bed <04904 +mishkab > ; then 
<00227 +>az > defiledst <02490 +chalal > thou [ it ] : he went <05927 + up to my couch <03326 +yatsuwa< > . 



Bible Quick Find Phrase Concordance for fast finding of phrases

Unstable ^ Gen_49_04 / Unstable /^as water, thou shalt not excel; because thou wentest up to thy father's 
bed; then defiledst thou [it]: he went up to my couch. 

unstable ^ Jam_01_08 / unstable /^in all his ways. 

unstable ^ 2Pe_02_14 / unstable /^souls: an heart they have exercised with covetous practices; cursed 
children: 

unstable ^ 2Pe_03_16 / unstable /^wrest, as [they do] also the other scriptures, unto their own destruction. 



Bible Translation Phrases for Individual word studies

unstable ......... and unstable 0793 -asteriktos-> 

unstable ......... is unstable 0182 -akatastatos-> 

unstable ......... unstable 0793 -asteriktos-> 



Bible Word Index with the full text of each verse

Unstable Gen_49_04 {Unstable} as water, thou shalt not excel; because thou wentest up to thy father's bed; 
then defiledst thou [it]: he went up to my couch. 

unstable 2Pe_02_14 Having eyes full of adultery, and that cannot cease from sin; beguiling {unstable} souls:
an heart they have exercised with covetous practices; cursed children: 

unstable 2Pe_03_16 As also in all [his] epistles, speaking in them of these things; in which are some things 
hard to be understood, which they that are unlearned and {unstable} wrest, as [they do] also the other 
scriptures, unto their own destruction. 

unstable Jam_01_08 A double minded man [is] {unstable} in all his ways. 



Bible Word Index with Strong's Number with the full text of each verse

unstable ^ Jam_01_08 A double minded <1374> man <0435> is {unstable} <0182> in <1722> all <3956> his 
<0846> ways <3598>. 

unstable ^ 2Pe_02_14 Having <2192> (5723) eyes <3788> full <3324> of adultery <3428>, and <2532> that 
cannot cease from <0180> sin <0266>; beguiling <1185> (5723) {unstable} <0793> souls <5590>: an heart 
<2588> they have <2192> (5723) exercised <1128> (5772) with covetous practices <4124>; cursed <2671> 
children <5043>: 

unstable ^ 2Pe_03_16 As <5613> also <2532> in <1722> all <3956> his epistles <1992>, speaking <2980> 
(5723) in <1722> them <0846> of <4012> these things <5130>; in <1722> which <3739> are <2076> (5748) 
some things <5100> hard to be understood <1425>, which <3739> they that are unlearned <0261> and 
<2532> {unstable} <0793> wrest <4761> (5719), as <5613> they do also <2532> the other <3062> scriptures 
<1124>, unto <4314> their <0846> own <2398> destruction <0684>. 



eBibleSoftware Engineering

Web Suite of Bible Study Tools

Explore all the new ways to study and using
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Bible Word Index with Strong's Number

Language Tranliteration of original language words

Unstable Gen_49_04 {Unstable} (06349 +pachaz ) as water (04325 +mayim ) , thou shalt not excel (03498 +yathar ) ; because (03588 +kiy ) thou wentest (05927 +(alah ) up to thy father s (1) bed (04904 +mishkab ) ; then 
(00227 +)az ) defiledst (02490 +chalal ) thou [ it ] :he went (05927 +(alah ) up to my couch (03326 +yatsuwa( ) . 

unstable 2Pe_02_14 Having (2192 -echo -) eyes (3788 -ophthalmos -) full (3324 -mestos -) of adultery (3428 -moichalis -) , and that cannot (0180 -akatapaustos -) cease (0180 -akatapaustos -) from sin (0266 -hamartia -) ; 
beguiling (1185 -deleazo -) {unstable} (0793 -asteriktos -) souls (5590 -psuche -):an heart (2588 -kardia -) they have (2192 -echo -) exercised (1128 -gumnazo -) with covetous (4124 -pleonexia -) practices ; cursed (2671 -
katara -) children (5043 -teknon -) : 

unstable 2Pe_03_16 As also (2532 -kai -) in all (3956 -pas -) [ his ] epistles (1992 -epistole -) , speaking (2980 -laleo -) in them of these (5130 -touton -) things ; in which (3739 -hos -) are some (5100 -tis -) things hard (1425 -
dusnoetos -) to be understood (1425 -dusnoetos -) , which (3739 -hos -) they that are unlearned (0261 -amathes -) and {unstable} (0793 -asteriktos -) wrest (4761 -strebloo -) , as [ they do ] also (2532 -kai -) the other (3062 -
loipoy -) scriptures (1124 -graphe -) , unto their own (2398 -idios -) destruction (0684 -apoleia -) . 

unstable Jam_01_08 A double (1374 -dipsuchos -) minded (1374 -dipsuchos -) man (0435 -aner -) [ is ] {unstable} (0182 -akatastatos -) in all (3956 -pas -) his ways (3598 -hodos -) . 
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unstable 0182 # akatastatos {ak-at-as'-tat-os}; from 1 (as a negative particle) and a derivative of 2525; inconstant: 
-- {unstable}.[ql unstable 0793 # asteriktos {as-tay'-rik-tos}; from 1 (as a negative particle) and a presumed 
derivative of 4741; unfixed, i. e. (figuratively) vacillating: -- {unstable}.[ql Unstable Interlinear Index Study 
Unstable GEN 049 004 {Unstable} <06349 +pachaz > as water <04325 +mayim > , thou shalt not excel <03498 
+yathar > ; because <03588 +kiy > thou wentest <05927 + up to thy father s <1> bed <04904 +mishkab > ; then 
<00227 +>az > defiledst <02490 +chalal > thou [ it ] : he went <05927 + up to my couch <03326 +yatsuwa< > . 
unstable JAS 001 008 A double <1374 -dipsuchos -> minded <1374 - dipsuchos -> man <0435 -aner -> [ is ] 
{unstable} <0182 - akatastatos -> in all <3956 -pas -> his ways <3598 -hodos -> . unstable 2PE 002 014 Having 
<2192 -echo -> eyes <3788 - ophthalmos -> full <3324 -mestos -> of adultery <3428 -moichalis -> , and that 
cannot <0180 -akatapaustos -> cease <0180 - akatapaustos -> from sin <0266 -hamartia -> ; beguiling <1185 - 
deleazo -> {unstable} <0793 -asteriktos -> souls <5590 -psuche - > : an heart <2588 -kardia -> they have <2192 -
echo -> exercised <1128 -gumnazo -> with covetous <4124 -pleonexia -> practices ; cursed <2671 -katara -> 
children <5043 -teknon -> : unstable 2PE 003 016 As also <2532 -kai -> in all <3956 -pas -> [ his ] epistles <1992
-epistole -> , speaking <2980 -laleo -> in them of these <5130 -touton -> things ; in which <3739 -hos - > are 
some <5100 -tis -> things hard <1425 -dusnoetos -> to be understood <1425 -dusnoetos -> , which <3739 -hos -> 
they that are unlearned <0261 -amathes -> and {unstable} <0793 -asteriktos -> wrest <4761 -strebloo -> , as [ they
do ] also <2532 -kai -> the other <3062 -loipoy -> scriptures <1124 -graphe -> , unto their own <2398 -idios -> 
destruction <0684 -apoleia -> . beguiling unstable souls <2PE2 -:14 > unstable as water unstable wrest <2PE3 -:16
> * unstable , 0182 , 0793 , - unstable , 6349 , Unstable GEN 049 004 {Unstable} <06349 +pachaz > as water 
<04325 +mayim > , thou shalt not excel <03498 +yathar > ; because <03588 +kiy > thou wentest <05927 + up to 
thy father s <1> bed <04904 +mishkab > ; then <00227 +>az > defiledst <02490 +chalal > thou [ it ] : he went 
<05927 + up to my couch <03326 +yatsuwa< > . * unstable , 0182 akatastatos , 0793 asteriktos , unstable -0182 
{unstable}, unstable -0793 {unstable}, unstable -6349 {unstable} , unstable 6349 -- pachaz -- {unstable}. unstable
0182 ** akatastatos ** {unstable}. unstable 0793 ** asteriktos ** {unstable}. unstable ......... and unstable 0793 -
asteriktos-> unstable ......... is unstable 0182 -akatastatos-> unstable ......... unstable 0793 -asteriktos-> unstable 
6349 ## pachaz {pakh'-az}; from 6348; ebullition, i.e. froth (figuratively, lust): -- {unstable}.[ql unstable 0182 # 
akatastatos {ak-at-as'-tat-os}; from 1 (as a negative particle) and a derivative of 2525; inconstant: -- {unstable}.[ql
unstable 0793 # asteriktos {as-tay'-rik-tos}; from 1 (as a negative particle) and a presumed derivative of 4741; 
unfixed, i. e. (figuratively) vacillating: -- {unstable}.[ql Unstable 049 004 Gen /^{Unstable /as water , thou shalt 
not excel ; because thou wentest up to thy father's bed ; then defiledst thou it: he went up to my couch . unstable 
001 008 Jam /${unstable /in all his ways . unstable 002 014 IIPe /${unstable /souls : an heart they have exercised 
with covetous practices ; cursed children : unstable 003 016 IIPe /${unstable /wrest , as they do also the other 
scriptures , unto their own destruction . unstable {Unstable} as water, thou shalt not excel; because thou wentest 
up to thy father's bed; then defiledst thou [it]: he went up to my couch. unstable A double minded man is] 
{unstable} in all his ways. unstable <2PE2 -14> Having eyes full of adultery, and that cannot cease from sin; 
beguiling {unstable} souls: an heart they have exercised with covetous practices; cursed children: unstable <2PE3 
-16> As also in all his] epistles, speaking in them of these things; in which are some things hard to be understood, 
which they that are unlearned and {unstable} wrest, as they do] also the other scriptures, unto their own 
destruction. 



unstable 0182 # akatastatos {ak-at-as'-tat-os}; from 1 (as a negative particle) and a derivative of 2525; inconstant: 
-- {unstable}.[ql unstable 0793 # asteriktos {as-tay'-rik-tos}; from 1 (as a negative particle) and a presumed 
derivative of 4741; unfixed, i. e. (figuratively) vacillating: -- {unstable}.[ql



* unstable , 0182 akatastatos , 0793 asteriktos ,



unstable -0182 {unstable}, unstable -0793 {unstable},



unstable -6349 {unstable} ,



unstable 6349 -- pachaz -- {unstable}. unstable 0182 ** akatastatos ** {unstable}. unstable 0793 ** asteriktos ** 
{unstable}.





unstable ......... and unstable 0793 -asteriktos-> unstable ......... is unstable 0182 -akatastatos-> unstable ......... 
unstable 0793 -asteriktos->



unstable 6349 ## pachaz {pakh'-az}; from 6348; ebullition, i.e. froth (figuratively, lust): -- {unstable}.[ql unstable 
0182 # akatastatos {ak-at-as'-tat-os}; from 1 (as a negative particle) and a derivative of 2525; inconstant: -- 
{unstable}.[ql unstable 0793 # asteriktos {as-tay'-rik-tos}; from 1 (as a negative particle) and a presumed 
derivative of 4741; unfixed, i. e. (figuratively) vacillating: -- {unstable}.[ql
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Unstable Interlinear Index Study Unstable GEN 049 004 {Unstable} <06349 +pachaz > as water <04325 +mayim 
> , thou shalt not excel <03498 +yathar > ; because <03588 +kiy > thou wentest <05927 + up to thy father s <1> 
bed <04904 +mishkab > ; then <00227 +>az > defiledst <02490 +chalal > thou [ it ] : he went <05927 + up to my 
couch <03326 +yatsuwa< > . unstable JAS 001 008 A double <1374 -dipsuchos -> minded <1374 - dipsuchos -> 
man <0435 -aner -> [ is ] {unstable} <0182 - akatastatos -> in all <3956 -pas -> his ways <3598 -hodos -> . 
unstable 2PE 002 014 Having <2192 -echo -> eyes <3788 - ophthalmos -> full <3324 -mestos -> of adultery 
<3428 -moichalis -> , and that cannot <0180 -akatapaustos -> cease <0180 - akatapaustos -> from sin <0266 -
hamartia -> ; beguiling <1185 - deleazo -> {unstable} <0793 -asteriktos -> souls <5590 -psuche - > : an heart 
<2588 -kardia -> they have <2192 -echo -> exercised <1128 -gumnazo -> with covetous <4124 -pleonexia -> 
practices ; cursed <2671 -katara -> children <5043 -teknon -> : unstable 2PE 003 016 As also <2532 -kai -> in all 
<3956 -pas -> [ his ] epistles <1992 -epistole -> , speaking <2980 -laleo -> in them of these <5130 -touton -> 
things ; in which <3739 -hos - > are some <5100 -tis -> things hard <1425 -dusnoetos -> to be understood <1425 -
dusnoetos -> , which <3739 -hos -> they that are unlearned <0261 -amathes -> and {unstable} <0793 -asteriktos -
> wrest <4761 -strebloo -> , as [ they do ] also <2532 -kai -> the other <3062 -loipoy -> scriptures <1124 -graphe 
-> , unto their own <2398 -idios -> destruction <0684 -apoleia -> .



beguiling unstable souls <2PE2 -:14 > unstable as water unstable wrest <2PE3 -:16 > 



Unstable 049 004 Gen /^{Unstable /as water , thou shalt not excel ; because thou wentest up to thy father's bed ; 
then defiledst thou it: he went up to my couch . unstable 001 008 Jam /${unstable /in all his ways . unstable 002 
014 IIPe /${unstable /souls : an heart they have exercised with covetous practices ; cursed children : unstable 003 
016 IIPe /${unstable /wrest , as they do also the other scriptures , unto their own destruction .





* unstable , 0182 , 0793 , - unstable , 6349 , 



unstable {Unstable} as water, thou shalt not excel; because thou wentest up to thy father's bed; then defiledst thou 
[it]: he went up to my couch. unstable A double minded man is] {unstable} in all his ways. unstable <2PE2 -14> 
Having eyes full of adultery, and that cannot cease from sin; beguiling {unstable} souls: an heart they have 
exercised with covetous practices; cursed children: unstable <2PE3 -16> As also in all his] epistles, speaking in 
them of these things; in which are some things hard to be understood, which they that are unlearned and 
{unstable} wrest, as they do] also the other scriptures, unto their own destruction.
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